KILLS MOLES, POCKET GOPHERS, WOODCHUCKS*, NORWAY RATS**, SKUNKS & GROUND SQUIRRELS

NO LIGHTER NECESSARY! EASY IGNITION FEATURE

LONG BURN TIME!

PROTECT YOUR LAWN

WATERPROOF • WINDPROOF • LIGHTS EVERY TIME

How to Use Sweeney’s® Quick Strike® Mole and Gopher Gaser

1. Read the specific instructions for the use of animal control products. Proper use is described in the instruction book for each animal control product.

2. Collect surrounding soil, rocks or other non-flammable materials to close off burrow system after cartridge insertion.

3. Find main runway and clear one opening. Make sure the diameter of the burrow or den hole(s) are large enough for easy insertion of cartridge and that all other openings are sealed.

4. While gently pressing black ignition button against scratch sticker on cap, strike quickly away from face and body.

5. Remove top lid to expose scratch surface on the cap.

6. Light cartridge using the scratch board. Strike away from face and body.

7. While gently pressing black ignition button against scratch sticker on cap, strike quickly away from face and body.

8. Insert cartridge into hole with the lit end first. Never light the cartridge directly nor hold a burning cartridge in your hand.

9. Cover hole immediately with rock, soil or sod while ensuring that you do not smother the cartridge. Immediately cover all openings from which smoke escape is visible. Avoid breathing cartridge smoke.

10. Once ignited by the fuse, this cartridge will burn vigorously until completely spent and is capable of causing severe burns to skin and eyes. Touching the hot cartridge with the fuse intact may result in severe burns.

11. If partly filled: Cover hole with rock, soil or sod while ensuring that you do not smother the cartridge. Immediately cover all openings from which smoke escape is visible. Avoid breathing cartridge smoke.

Storage and Disposal

This product must be stored in a secure place and kept out of reach of children. Disposal of this product must be in accordance with federal, state and local regulations.

EPA Reg. No. 36488-67 EPA Est. No. 92938-IN-1

Manufactured for Woodstream Corporation
69 North Locust Street • Lititz, PA 17543
Phone: (24-hour emergency) 1-800-800-1819

Endangered Species Considerations

Special Considerations

SPECIES CONSIDERATIONS: Use the product according to the restrictions in the Endangered Species Permit/Program in the Use of this Product for the Listed Species category. Use the product according to the Endangered Species Permit/Program in the Use of this Product for the Listed Species category.
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ACTIVE INGREDIENTS:
Sodium Nitrate........ 50%
Sulfur...................... 38%
Charcoal.................... 9%
OTHER INGREDIENTS: ..... 3%
TOTAL................... 100.00%

Quick Strike™ Mole & Gopher Gasser
Kills Moles, Pocket Gophers, Woodchucks*, Norway Rats**, Skunks & Ground Squirrels
Minimum Primer Burn Time: 5 seconds. After ignition, cartridge produces toxic gases (such as oxides of sulfur). Fumes may be harmful if inhaled. See back of label card for additional precautionary statements, including First Aid information.
Directions for Use: It is a violation of Federal law to use this product in a manner inconsistent with its labeling. Use only for the sites, pests and application methods described on this label. Do not use this product until you have read all of its labeling and fully understand the Directions for Use and all use precautions which appear on the container label and the package insert. Only use inside of burrows and never inside of buildings. See back of label card and Package Insert for complete directions. Warning: Clear tunnel carefully before inserting tube as it will "back-fire" if hole is not properly cleared.
* Not for use on woodchucks in California
** Use in North Carolina on Norway rats only

EPA Reg. No. 36488-67 EPA Est. No. 92938-IN-1
Manufactured For: Woodstream Corporation
69 NORTH LOCUST STREET LITITZ, PA 17543 Phone: 1-800-800-1819